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The Comic Book Artist's Workbook : Perspective: A Guided Logbook for Beginners

Paperback | $27.50
Art
B.E.S. Publishing

Dan Cooney
Aspiring comic book artists and storytellers will thoroughly enjoy this book!

Feb 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 18
176 pages
8.50" x 11.00"
9781438012469

Seasoned author Daniel Cooney shows readers how to draw credible perspective from any point of view for
convincing backgrounds and their relationships with the characters that inhabit them. This instructional book
works like a journal filled with exercises for creating scenes in the context of storytelling. Practical
demonstrations and interactive workbook grids to complete show readers how to enjoy the process as they
develop their drawing mechanics and storytelling "chops."
Explore the behavior of light and its importance for drawing from imagination; the concepts of composition; how
to create visually engaging characters and environments; using reference to create fantastic work from unique
camera angles; and more. Once you've come to grips with perspective, you'll notice that your work looks and
feels authentic—and as you follow the author's plan, you might just become the best comic book artist EVER!
Interior Design Course : Principles, Practices, and Techniques for the Aspiring Designer

Paperback | $31.50
Architecture
B.E.S. Publishing

Tomris Tangaz
It's your very own personal Interior Design teacher.

Feb 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 20
144 pages
8.75" x 8.75"
9781438012407

This updated edition offers an emphasis on: research and mapping processes; new case studies that
showcase the use of different materials; the importance of drawing and sketching by hand in addition to using
the latest digital programs; and more. Step-by-step tutorials guide readers through the entire design process,
starting with planning the space, and instructions on choosing color schemes and furnishings, as well as
working with a variety of materials. Separate units focus on design principles pertaining to: The suburban home
The urban live/work apartment Utilitarian bathroom and kitchen design Commercial interiors--restaurants, retail
spaces, and offices Get advice on becoming a professional interior designer along with detailed tips for
preparing a portfolio and marketing your skills. Finished examples by professional designers and advanced
student work presents scores of beautiful and instructive color photos and reflects a fresh, contemporary
approach to interior design. Includes over 300 color illustrations.
Sleepy Bunny: Board Books with Plush Ears
Snuggles
Alex Wilmore

Boardbook | $8.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3 and under
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 34
10 pages
7.25" x 7.50"

It's time for bed! Help Sleepy Bunny get ready for "night, night" with a bath, snack, and book before it's lights
out.

9781438050713

Babies and toddlers will enjoy this adorable series of board books with plush ears. Each one features a key
routine that all babies will recognize and enjoy participating in. These books can help parents reinforce key
routines so kids can feel comfortable, prepared, and safe. Gentle illustrations and inviting text show the simple
steps of each routine, while the plush ears on the little bunny or puppy offer interactive opportunities that can
increase word recognition and vocabulary, spur imaginations, and increase tactile play.

Hungry Puppy: Board Books with Plush Ears
Snuggles
Alex Wilmore

Boardbook | $8.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3 and under
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 34
10 pages
7.25" x 7.50"

Is it time to eat? Watch Hungry Puppy wash sticky paws, sit nicely at the table, and eat a yummy meal.

9781438050720

Babies and toddlers will enjoy this adorable series of board books with plush ears. Each one features a key
routine that all babies will recognize and enjoy participating in. These books can help parents reinforce key
routines so kids can feel comfortable, prepared, and safe. Gentle illustrations and inviting text show the simple
steps of each routine, while the plush ears on the little bunny or puppy offer interactive opportunities that can
increase word recognition and vocabulary, spur imaginations, and increase tactile play.

Farm
Flip and Spin
Natalie Marshall

Boardbook | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3 and under
Feb 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 20
12 pages
6.87" x 6.87"

Little ones will "flip out" for this fun and interactive series of books with gorgeous illustrations and fun rhyming
pages.
Flip and spin each animal's face to match its body. In this book children will enjoy flipping and spinning the
pages while they learn about farmyard animals. Am I a friendly cow or a clever pig? Woolly sheep or a feathery
chicken? Flip and spin and see for yourself.
9781438050690
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Jungle
Flip and Spin
Natalie Marshall

Boardbook | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3 and under
Feb 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 20
12 pages
6.87" x 6.87"

Little ones will "flip out" for this fun and interactive series of books with gorgeous illustrations and fun rhyming
pages.
Flip and spin each animal's face to match its body. In this book children will enjoy flipping and spinning the
pages while they learn about wild jungle creatures. Sassy monkey or hungry panda? Prowling tiger or big
brown bear? Flip and spin and you'll see all that and more!
9781438050706

Chunky Little Library: 4 Books Gift Set

Other | $13.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3 and under
Feb 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
24 pages
5.87" x 5.87"

ltd small world creations, Emma Haines
Toddlers will love meeting some friendly animals from the farm, pond, garden, and forest.
These adorable board books feature easy, delightful questions and answers that help parents and kids explore
early-learning concepts. Colorful pictures engage youngsters while tactile covers and interesting pages to turn
offer lots of fun for little fingers. Chunky Little Library comes packaged in a bright, cheery gift box. It includes
Sheep, Fox, Butterfly, and Duckling.
9781438050652

My First Alphabet Dot-to-Dot: Over 50 Fantastic Puzzles
My First Activity Books
Elizabeth Golding, Jake McDonald

Paperback | $8.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3-6
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 32
64 pages
8.50" x 11.00"

Help your little readers practice their visual thinking, pen control, and hand-eye coordination with these simple
mazes and dot-to-dot puzzles.

9781438012704

My First Odd One Out: Over 50 Fantastic Puzzles
My First Activity Books
Joe Potter

Paperback | $8.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3-6
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 32
64 pages
8.50" x 11.00"

Help your little readers practice their visual thinking, pen control, and hand-eye coordination with these simple
mazes and dot-to-dot puzzles.

9781438012711

Which cow, chick, daisy, or balloon is the odd one out? Straightforward questions spur children on to solve
puzzles while tracing over and connecting dotted guidelines helps them to complete each one. They can even
color them in, too! Get them thinking, writing, counting, and laughing as they take on each intriguing challenge.
This book offers hours of age-appropriate fun to kids that are just starting to enjoy thinking through problems
and finding answers all by themselves. Help young readers practice visual thinking by solving simple puzzles.

My First Unicorn Dot-to-Dot: Over 50 Fantastic Puzzles
My First Activity Books
Joe Potter, Elizabeth Golding, Faye Buckingham

Paperback | $8.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3-6
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 32
64 pages
8.50" x 11.00"

Help your little readers practice their visual thinking, pen control, and hand-eye coordination with these simple
mazes and dot-to-dot puzzles.

9781438012728

Library Services Centre

Youngsters will enjoy connecting the dots even as they practice answering fun questions, coloring pictures,
alphabet sequencing in upper and lower case, and more. Straightforward questions spur them on to solve
puzzles while tracing over and connecting dotted guidelines helps them to complete each one. They can even
color them in, too! Get them thinking, writing, counting, and laughing as they take on each intriguing challenge.
This book offers hours of age-appropriate fun to kids that are just starting to enjoy thinking through problems
and finding answers all by themselves.

WWTUD? (What Would the Unicorn Do?) Complete the dots, color them in, and follow the unicorn into lots of
exciting, fun adventures. Straightforward questions spur children on to solve puzzles while tracing over and
connecting dotted guidelines helps them to complete each one. They can even color them in, too! Get them
thinking, writing, counting, and laughing as they take on each intriguing challenge. This book offers hours of
age-appropriate fun to kids that are just starting to enjoy thinking through problems and finding answers all by
themselves.
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In the Ocean: Use Stickers to Create 20 Cute Ocean Animals
First Sticker Art
Ksenya Savva

Paperback | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 4-6
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 40
64 pages
8.00" x 8.00"

Stickers and books are always a big hit with kids—so here's your chance to score on both counts!
First Sticker Art offers kids: 20 sticker creatures to create Scores of colorful, shaped stickers Simple projects for
tiny hands Kids can create a penguin, octopus, crab, turtle, seahorse, seal, jellyfish, whale, and more with over
190 shaped stickers
9781438012476

Zoo Animals: Use Stickers to Create 20 Cute Zoo Animals
First Sticker Art
Kasenya Savva

Paperback | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 4-6
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 40
64 pages
8.00" x 8.00"

Stickers and books are always a big hit with kids—so here's your chance to score on both counts!
First Sticker Art offers kids: 20 sticker creatures to create Scores of colorful, shaped stickers Simple projects for
tiny hands Lions and tigers and bears … plus a hippo, giant panda, giraffe, flamingo, ostrich, camel, kangaroo,
and more! Includes over 200 colorful shaped stickers.
9781438012483

Drawing as Easy as ABC : Step-by-Step Pictures to Create and Color

Paperback | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 7-10
Feb 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 40
80 pages
7.50" x 9.50"

John Bigwood
Kids will use the alphabet to learn how to draw.

9781438012643

Children tend to learn how to draw letters first, which gives them great confidence. However, drawing animals
can be more challenging. This book uses the already mastered skill of letter drawing as the building blocks for
creating a range of animals in six simple steps. Using capital letters and some lowercase letters to start, this
book shows children how to draw quirky animals, including sassy llamas, cute chameleons, cuddly koalas,
fabulous flamingoes, gorgeous gorillas, and more. Start with a letter and follow the step-by-step instructions.
Simple color-coded instructions and dotted paper make it easy for kids to get the hang of it, while lots of space
to practice gives them the chance to perfect their new skills. With over 35 creatures to draw, kids will be making
wildlife masterpieces by the dozen.

How the U.S. Government Works: ?and how it all comes together to make a nation

Paperback | $9.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 8-10
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 120
48 pages
7.00" x 9.25"

Syl Sobel J D
"For a simple, straightforward explanation of the election process, this book is hard to beat."—The Boston
Herald

9781438011639

This updated, easy-to-read book for children explains the federal system as it works in the United States today.
It also discusses why the framers of the Constitution created the U.S. government in the 18th century and the
purposes it was designed to serve. Described are the Legislative branch, composed of the Senate and the
House of Representatives; the Executive branch, headed by the President with the Cabinet members; and the
Judicial branch, comprised of the Supreme Court of the United States and the lower federal courts throughout
the nation. This edition has been revised for classroom and home use with more curriculum-aligned vocabulary
and an expanded glossary; discussion questions; and a new resource guide. Young readers will learn how
officials are elected or appointed and the work various government agencies do for the people's benefit. A
complex process is explained in interesting terms that young readers can comprehend.
Space Race: The Story of Space Exploration to the Moon and Beyond. With FREE Augmented Reality App

Hardcover | $23.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 8-11
Feb 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
96 pages
8.50" x 11.00"

Ben Hubbard
Celebrate man's historic landing on the Moon!

9781438050683

The 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing is fast approaching, and this book explores and celebrates
the incredible technology and trailblazing scientists that took humans to the stars. This comprehensive and
richly illustrated guide tells the awe-inspiring story of space exploration, from the race for rockets and putting a
man on the moon, to the International Space Station, life on Mars, finding a habitable planet, and life beyond
our solar system. Download the FREE interactive app to watch NASA videos on the page and explore 360degree models of groundbreaking spacecraft in high definition.
... [more]
Here are the Augmented Reality (AR) extras you get with the FREE App!

Library Services Centre

Three Computer Graphics (CG) models: International Space Station Curiosity Rover Apollo Lunar Module Plus
11 videos totaling almost 20 minutes of footage: Explorer 1: America's First Satellite Jack King's Apollo 11
Launch Commentary Upside Down, Inside Out: John Glenn Recalls Astronaut Training on the Gimbal Rig July
20,1969: One
GiantPublishing
Leap for Mankind
Sped Up
B.E.S.
Co.Astronauts on Skylab STS-129 Rendezvous Pitch ManeuverPage
3
NASA ScienceCasts: The Power of Studying Combustion on the ISS Voyager 2 at Triton Curiosity at Martian
Scenic Overview Send Your Name to the Sun with Parker Probe Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS):
How Winking Stars Point Us to Distant Worlds
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Albert Einstein: A Graphic History of the Father of Modern Physics
Great Lives
Ned Hartley, Tom Humberstone

Paperback | $15.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Jun 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
128 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

Albert Einstein, one of the world's greatest scientific minds, is profiled in an entertaining graphic novel!

9781438012025

Leonardo da Vinci: A Graphic History of the "Renaissance Man"
Great Lives
Tammy L Enz, Dave Shephard

Paperback | $15.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Jun 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
128 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

Leonardo da Vinci, one of the world's most influential artists and inventors, is profiled in an entertaining graphic
novel!

9781438012032

Discover the ways that imagination, curiosity, and courage made Leonardo into the painter, dreamer, and
inventor that the world remembers today. Help older children learn about some of the most exciting men and
women who have ever lived and present it in a way that they'll actually enjoy! Our Great Lives series is one of
our entries in the growing field of nonfiction graphic books. Each book follows the lives of scientists, artists, and
activists that made enormous contributions to the world. Following these people from their early childhood days
right up until their most extraordinary achievements, kids will discover the many incredible ways that they have
impacted our world. These books offer a wonderful way to engage reluctant readers--and create a lifelong
reader instead.

Marie Curie: A Graphic History of the World's Most Famous Female Scientist
Great Lives
Agnieszka Biskup, Sonia Leong

Paperback | $15.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Jun 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
128 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

The remarkable scientist, Marie Curie, is profiled in an entertaining graphic novel!

9781438012049

Learn about Marie's childhood and her days as a bright young student in Russian-occupied Poland all the way
to her Nobel Prize--winning work in Physics and Chemistry. Help older children learn about some of the most
exciting men and women who have ever lived and present it in a way that they'll actually enjoy! Our Great Lives
series is one of our entries in the growing field of nonfiction graphic books. Each book follows the lives of
scientists, artists, and activists that made enormous contributions to the world. Following these people from
their early childhood days right up until their most extraordinary achievements, kids will discover the many
incredible ways that they have impacted our world. These books offer a wonderful way to engage reluctant
readers--and create a lifelong reader instead.

Martin Luther King Jr. : A Graphic History of America's Great Civil Rights Leader
Great Lives
Rachel Ruiz, Jess Taylor, Fiona W Dunn

Paperback | $15.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Jun 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
128 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

Martin Luther King Jr., the inspiring civil rights leader, is profiled in a riveting graphic novel!

9781438012056

See how Martin's early experiences and beliefs shaped him into the leader of the Civil Rights movement and a
martyr in the fight for equal rights. Help older children learn about some of the most exciting men and women
who have ever lived and present it in a way that they'll actually enjoy! Our Great Lives series is one of our
entries in the growing field of nonfiction graphic books. Each book follows the lives of scientists, artists, and
activists that made enormous contributions to the world. Following these people from their early childhood days
right up until their most extraordinary achievements, kids will discover the many incredible ways that they have
impacted our world. These books offer a wonderful way to engage reluctant readers--and create a lifelong
reader instead.

Heroes of Flight: Who Changed the World
Graphic Greats
Jade Sarson, Dan Green

Paperback | $15.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 30
128 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

Learn all about the pioneers of aviation in a graphic novel format!

9781438011981

Library Services Centre

See how Albert went from being a young boy that might never talk to a future genius who triumphed over
obstacles and became a success. Help older children learn about some of the most exciting men and women
who have ever lived and present it in a way that they'll actually enjoy! Our Great Lives series is one of our
entries in the growing field of nonfiction graphic books. Each book follows the lives of scientists, artists, and
activists that made enormous contributions to the world. Following these people from their early childhood days
right up until their most extraordinary achievements, kids will discover the many incredible ways that they have
impacted our world. These books offer a wonderful way to engage reluctant readers--and create a lifelong
reader instead.

Explore heroes of flight: from George Cayley building the first manned glider in 1799 all the way to Chuck
Yeager breaking the sound barrier in 1947. Graphic novels are all the rage, and there are lots of great reasons
why. Kids love reading them since the images reinforce the story and make it move at the perfect pace. Our
Graphic Greats series combines the stories of incredible people with graphic illustrations that amplify the
meaning of the story and keep kids riveted to each book. It's perfect for dyed-in-the-wool readers as well as
those who might otherwise never read for enjoyment. Exciting stories and inspiring illustrations of heroic
adventurers, innovators, dreamers, and doers make these the kinds of books that kids will return to again and
again.

B.E.S. Publishing Co.
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Heroes of Discovery: Who Changed the World
Graphic Greats
Pete Katz, Sarah Skeate, Dan Green

Paperback | $15.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 30
128 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

Learn all about amazing inventors throughout history in a graphic novel format!

9781438011998

Heroes of Science: Who Changed the World
Graphic Greats
Dave Shephard, Emily Sohn

Paperback | $15.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 30
128 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

Learn all about the greatest scientists throughout history in a graphic novel format!

9781438012001

Learn about Eratosthenes, who measured the world accurately without ever leaving Egypt; Vera Rubin, the
astronomer who first found evidence of Dark Matter; and more great scientists. Graphic novels are all the rage,
and there are lots of great reasons why. Kids love reading them since the images reinforce the story and make it
move at the perfect pace. Our Graphic Greats series combines the stories of incredible people with graphic
illustrations that amplify the meaning of the story and keep kids riveted to each book. It's perfect for dyed-inthe-wool readers as well as those who might otherwise never read for enjoyment. Exciting stories and inspiring
illustrations of heroic adventurers, innovators, dreamers, and doers make these the kinds of books that kids will
return to again and again.

Heroes of Space: Who Changed the World
Graphic Greats
Charli Vince, Emily Sohn

Paperback | $15.99
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Mar 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 30
128 pages
6.00" x 9.00"

Learn all about some amazing pioneers of space in a graphic novel format!

9781438012018

Learn about the Imprisoned Genius (Galilei); the Original Rocket Man (Robert H. Goddard); the First Woman in
Space (Valentina Tereshkova); and more pioneers of space. Graphic novels are all the rage, and there are lots
of great reasons why. Kids love reading them since the images reinforce the story and make it move at the
perfect pace. Our Graphic Greats series combines the stories of incredible people with graphic illustrations that
amplify the meaning of the story and keep kids riveted to each book. It's perfect for dyed-in-the-wool readers as
well as those who might otherwise never read for enjoyment. Exciting stories and inspiring illustrations of heroic
adventurers, innovators, dreamers, and doers make these the kinds of books that kids will return to again and
again.

Fantastic Forces and Motion: Discover the Science Behind Superpowers ... and Become Supersmart
Superpower Science
Joy Lin, Alan Brown

Paperback | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 100
32 pages
7.50" x 10.00"

What if you had a superpower? What would you do if you could fly, read minds, teleport, or have superhuman
strength?

9781438012650

See exactly what would physically happen to you if you could fly, twist time, run like the wind, or be super
strong. Superpower Science answers those questions with humor and a comic book twist as it follows the
exploits of superheroes who must come to terms with their very human limitations in the real world. The struggle
is real when you have these superpowers in real life and have to apply the laws of science! Each book in the
series focuses on four superpowers and explains which scientific principles would come into play if the
superpower existed--and how the body would be impacted. Kids will thoroughly enjoy these intriguing, actionpacked books that help them understand complex concepts in a fun new way.

Heroes of Light and Sound : Discover the Science Behind Superpowers ... and Become Supersmart
Superpower Science
Joy Lin, Alan Brown

Paperback | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 100
32 pages
7.50" x 10.00"

What if you had a superpower? What would you do if you could fly, read minds, teleport, or have superhuman
strength?

9781438012667

Library Services Centre

Learn about the innovative heroes who changed the world we live in with their inventions: from Johannes
Gutenberg and Thomas Edison to Ada Lovelace, Alan Turing, Katherine Johnson, and more. Graphic novels
are all the rage, and there are lots of great reasons why. Kids love reading them since the images reinforce the
story and make it move at the perfect pace. Our Graphic Greats series combines the stories of incredible
people with graphic illustrations that amplify the meaning of the story and keep kids riveted to each book. It's
perfect for dyed-in-the-wool readers as well as those who might otherwise never read for enjoyment. Exciting
stories and inspiring illustrations of heroic adventurers, innovators, dreamers, and doers make these the kinds
of books that kids will return to again and again.

Wouldn't it be cool to have X-ray vision or super-duper hearing? Sometimes … but what about all the time?
Superpower Science answers those questions with humor and a comic book twist as it follows the exploits of
superheroes who must come to terms with their very human limitations in the real world. The struggle is real
when you have these superpowers in real life and have to apply the laws of science! Each book in the series
focuses on four superpowers and explains which scientific principles would come into play if the superpower
existed--and how the body would be impacted. Kids will thoroughly enjoy these intriguing, action-packed books
that help them understand complex concepts in a fun new way.

B.E.S. Publishing Co.
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Masters of Matter: Discover the Science Behind Superpowers ... and Become Supersmart
Superpower Science
Joy Lin, Alan Brown

Paperback | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 100
32 pages
7.50" x 10.00"

What if you had a superpower? What would you do if you could fly, read minds, teleport, or have superhuman
strength?

9781438012674

The Superhuman Body: Discover the Science Behind Superpowers ... and Become Supersmart
Superpower Science
Joy Lin, Alan Brown

Paperback | $11.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 9-12
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 100
32 pages
7.50" x 10.00"

What if you had a superpower? What would you do if you could fly, read minds, teleport, or have superhuman
strength?

9781438012681

Learn what would happen if you had those powers, and why the human body is already amazing. Superpower
Science answers those questions with humor and a comic book twist as it follows the exploits of superheroes
who must come to terms with their very human limitations in the real world. The struggle is real when you have
these superpowers in real life and have to apply the laws of science! Each book in the series focuses on four
superpowers and explains which scientific principles would come into play if the superpower existed--and how
the body would be impacted. Kids will thoroughly enjoy these intriguing, action-packed books that help them
understand complex concepts in a fun new way.

Goldendoodles
Complete Pet Owner's Manual
Edie MacKenzie

Paperback | $12.50
Pets
B.E.S. Publishing

Lively, funny, intelligent, and true: that's the Goldendoodle.

Feb 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 60
96 pages
6.50" x 7.87"
9781438011622

This beautiful dog is a cross between the cheerful, happy-go-lucky Golden Retriever and the faithful, fun-loving
Poodle. First bred about three decades ago, these now-popular dogs make faithful household companions.
Here is everything new pet owners will need to know about life with their Goldendoodle. Like all of Barron's
Complete Pet Owner's Manuals, this book is filled with useful information and heavily illustrated with instructive,
high-quality photos. Every book in this series is written by breeders, trainers, veterinarians, and other pet-care
specialists, and offers advice on purchasing, feeding, health care, training, grooming, and other aspects of
responsible pet ownership.

Spooky Sounds Halloween Pumpkin Fun

Boardbook | $13.99
Juvenile Fiction
B.E.S. Publishing
Ages 3-6
Jul 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 20
16 pages
8.00" x 10.00"

Dean Gray
Kids will love this frightening book that plays spooky sounds and even doubles as a Pumpkin!

9781438050737

Library Services Centre

So what happens if your superpower is shapeshifting or teleporting? Become a master of matter and learn why
it truly does matter. Superpower Science answers those questions with humor and a comic book twist as it
follows the exploits of superheroes who must come to terms with their very human limitations in the real world.
The struggle is real when you have these superpowers in real life and have to apply the laws of science! Each
book in the series focuses on four superpowers and explains which scientific principles would come into play if
the superpower existed--and how the body would be impacted. Kids will thoroughly enjoy these intriguing,
action-packed books that help them understand complex concepts in a fun new way.

Here's a great follow-up to our best-selling Musical Christmas Tree. This unique search-and-find Halloween
book opens and stands and looks just like a fun pumpkin decoration! Visit Pumpkin Town and discover the silly,
spooky characters who live there. You'll be sure to have a frightfully good time as you search and find spiders,
bats, witches, and ghosts. Press the button to play eerie sounds and turn it off whenever you want-replaceable batteries are included. When you're done reading, use the Velcro tabs to join the covers together
and make the book stand up just like a real pumpkin!
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